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(57) ABSTRACT 

Native e-commerce transactables for social and other familiar 
and/or suitable user environments are enabled. A user of a 
network site may interact with a transactable to conduct a 
transaction with a 3" party without leaving a user environ 
ment of the network site. The transactable may be configured 
to adopt the “look and feel of the network site into which it 
is incorporated. While conducting the transaction with the 
transactable, the user may perceive that they remain at the 
network site, even though transaction information may be 
exchanged with a 3" party network site. The transaction 
mediation service may obtain Social activity data from a 
plurality of social network sites, as well as merchant activity 
data (e.g., transaction activity) from a plurality of merchant 
network sites. The data of each suitable network site may be 
translated, transformed and/or normalized into a unified and 
uniform format maintained by the transaction mediation Ser 
W1C. 
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NATIVE E-COMMERCE TRANSACTABLES 
FOR FAMILIAR USERENVIRONMENTS 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0001. This invention pertains generally to human-com 
puter interaction and, more particularly, to human-computer 
interaction in a context of computer facilitated commerce. 

BACKGROUND 

0002. It has become commonplace to access a wide variety 
of information and services with computer networks, some of 
which span the globe. Over time, the ways in which people 
interact with Such computer networks have changed. In par 
ticular, network sites emphasizing social interaction ("social 
network sites') such as Facebook(R) and TwitterR) have 
become popular. Although there are many different kinds of 
network sites offering many different kinds of media and 
services, a significant portion of computer network users 
primarily interact with a relatively small subset of network 
sites. The popularity of Social network sites (e.g., as 
expressed in volume of network traffic to the site and user 
time spent at the site) has led to a widespread familiarity with 
the user interfaces and user experiences (collectively, “user 
environments') of the social network sites. Ease and famil 
iarity with a particular user interface can be a significant 
factor in a person’s willingness to interact with a given net 
work site. For example, an unfamiliar user interface can be 
perceived as Strange, confusing, or cumbersome. This per 
ception can be a barrier for users, even when the offerings of 
the associated network site are otherwise attractive. 
0003. In particular, the reluctance of some users to engage 
with unfamiliar user environments can be problematic for 
providers of goods and services (“merchants'). Many social 
network sites display merchant advertisements, but clicking 
on an advertisement can cause the user to leave the familiar 
user environment of the Social network site and transition to 
the unfamiliar user environment of the merchant’s network 
site. The transition can be perceived as undesirable by the 
user, potentially negating interest generated by the advertise 
ment. 

0004 Popular multi-merchant network sites exist, and 
Such sites can ease the problem of unfamiliar user environ 
ments, however incorporation into Such sites can be problem 
atic for Some merchants. For example, Such incorporation 
may damage the image of an exclusive merchant brand. On 
the other hand, popular multi-merchant network sites have 
access to user transaction data with respect to a wide variety 
of goods and services. Access to Such data can be desirable to 
more accurately identify users that are likely to be interested 
in the particular goods and services of a merchant. Advertis 
ing to uninterested users can be problematic for both user and 
merchant. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0005 Illustrative embodiments of the present invention 
are described in detail below with reference to the following 
drawing figures: 
0006 FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram depicting aspects of 
an example computing environment in accordance with at 
least one embodiment of the invention; 
0007 FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram depicting aspects of 
an example transaction mediation service in accordance with 
at least one embodiment of the invention; 
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0008 FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram depicting aspects of 
an example social network site graphical user interface (GUI) 
in accordance with at least one embodiment of the invention; 
0009 FIG. 4 is a user interface storyboard depicting 
aspects of an example transactable graphical user interface 
(GUI) in accordance with at least one embodiment of the 
invention; 
0010 FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram depicting aspects of 
an example uniform transaction context mapping in accor 
dance with at least one embodiment of the invention; 
0011 FIG. 6 is a flowchart depicting example steps for 
data unification in accordance with at least one embodiment 
of the invention; 
0012 FIG. 7 is a flowchart depicting example steps for 
providing transactables to users in accordance with at least 
one embodiment of the invention; 
0013 FIG. 8 is a flowchart depicting example steps for 
conducting a transaction in accordance with at least one 
embodiment of the invention; and 
0014 FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram depicting aspects of 
an example computing device in accordance with at least one 
embodiment of the invention. 
0015 Note that the same numbers are used throughout the 
disclosure and figures to reference like components and fea 
tures. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0016. The subject matter of embodiments of the present 
invention is described here with specificity to meet statutory 
requirements, but this description is not necessarily intended 
to limit the scope of the claims. The claimed subject matter 
may be embodied in other ways, may include different ele 
ments or steps, and may be used in conjunction with other 
existing or future technologies. This description should not be 
interpreted as implying any particular order or arrangement 
among or between various steps or elements except when the 
order of individual steps or arrangement of elements is explic 
itly described. 
0017. In accordance with at least one embodiment of the 
invention, native e-commerce transactables for Social and 
other familiar and/or suitable user environments are enabled. 
A user of a network site (e.g., a “website based on hypertext) 
may interact with a transactable to conduct a transaction (e.g., 
a purchase of goods or services) with a 3" party (e.g., a 
merchant) without leaving a user environment of the network 
site. In particular, the network site (“the familiar network 
site') may be a social network site and the user environment 
may be the user environment of the social network site (“so 
cial network environment'). The transactable may include a 
user interface component (“interactive unit) provided by a 
transaction mediation service and incorporated into the user 
environment of the network site. The transactable may be 
configured to adopt the “look and feel of the network site 
into which it is incorporated. For example, the transactable 
may incorporate same and similar graphic design elements, as 
well as same and similar user interface behaviors and/or 
idioms. While conducting the transaction with the trans 
actable, the user may perceive that they remain at the network 
site, even though transaction information may be exchanged 
with a 3" party network site. 
0018. In accordance with at least one embodiment of the 
invention, the transaction mediation service may obtain 
Social activity data from a plurality of social network sites, as 
well as merchantactivity data (e.g., transaction activity) from 
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a plurality of merchant network sites. The data of each suit 
able network site may be translated, transformed and/or nor 
malized (collectively, “translated') into a unified and uniform 
format maintained by the transaction mediation service. For 
example, the collected data may be analyzed to determine 
goods and services (collectively, “items) of interest to par 
ticular users, to identify influential social network site users 
including Social network site users who are influential with 
respect to particular merchant brands, and to identify social 
network users of interest to particular merchants. In accor 
dance with at least one embodiment of the invention, trans 
actables may be configured to implement a contextual store 
front enabling purchase of the identified items from a 
merchant by a user while remaining in a context of the famil 
iar network site. The contextual storefront may be customized 
for the user, for example, to further enhance the user's feeling 
of familiarity and/or to raise the probability of a completed 
transaction by the user. 
0019 Having introduced some salient concepts, the 
description now turns to the figures. FIG. 1 depicts aspects of 
an example computing environment 100 in accordance with 
at least one embodiment of the invention. In the example 
computing environment 100, a wide variety of user clients 
102, 104, 106, 108 may be utilized to interact with social 
network sites 114, 116 or any suitable network site through a 
communication network 110. The user clients 102,104,106, 
108 may include desktop computers, laptop computers, table 
computers, Smartphones, and any suitable computing device. 
The user clients 102,104,106, 108 may include one or more 
application programs or "apps' Such as web browsers con 
figured to enable users of the clients 102, 104, 106, 108 to 
interact with the social network sites 114, 116. At times, as 
used herein, the term “client may refer to the enabling appli 
cation program as well as, or instead of the hardware device 
102, 104, 106, 108. The communication network 110 may 
include wired and wireless data communication networks and 
any Suitable communication network device. The Social net 
work sites 114, 116 may enable users of the clients 102,104, 
106, 108 to interact in a social manner including, for example, 
sharing messages and content (e.g., "posting. “tweeting) 
and Subscribing to the content sharing of other social network 
site 114, 116 users (e.g., “friending.” “following'). Such sub 
Scriptions between users may define, at least in part, one or 
more Social network graphs (or simply “social networks”) 
reflecting the relationships between users. As is conventional, 
the ellipsis between the social network site 114 and the social 
network site 116 indicates that the environment 100 may 
include any suitable number of such sites. The ellipsis is used 
similarly throughout the drawings. 
0020. A transaction mediation service 124 may obtain 
item catalog data and merchant activity data (e.g., transaction 
activity data) with respect to users from merchant network 
sites 128, 130 and translate the data into a uniform format. 
The transaction mediation service 124 may also obtain social 
activity data from the social network sites 114, 116 and suit 
able affiliate network sites 112 and translate the data into a 
uniform format. The transaction mediation service 124 may 
interact with the network sites 112, 114, 116,128, 130 utiliz 
ing remotely installed modules 118, 120, 122, 132, 134, 
respectively. Alternatively, or in addition, the network sites 
112,114,116,128, 130 may provide programmatic interfaces 
(e.g., application programming interfaces or APIs, web ser 
Vice interfaces) and the transaction mediation service 124 
may maintain corresponding modules locally (e.g., local to 
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the transaction mediation service 124 with respect to the 
network 110). The merchant network sites 128, 130 may be 
maintained by merchant to conduct transactions (e.g., pur 
chase transactions) with respect to any Suitable item or set of 
items. Suitable transactions include querying and/or search 
ing for information, purchasing, ordering, Subscribing, 
renewing, consuming, Viewing, listening to, playing, ship 
ping, tracking and returning items. 
0021. The transaction mediation service 124 may also 
interact with one or more transaction infrastructure services 
126 including payment services, banks, and credit worthiness 
services. The transaction mediation service 124 may perform 
all suitable functions with respect to payment processing, 
freeing the social network sites 114, 116 and/or the merchant 
network sites 128, 130 from this responsibility. The user 
clients 102, 104, 106, 108 may interact directly with the 
transaction mediation service, although Such interaction need 
not be apparent to users of the clients 102, 104, 106, 108. 
Although not depicted in FIG. 1 for reasons of clarity, the user 
clients 102,104,106, 108 may also interact directly with the 
merchant network sites 128, 130 and/or the transaction infra 
structure service(s) 126. 
0022 FIG. 2 depicts aspects of an example transaction 
mediation service 202 in accordance with at least one 
embodiment of the invention. The transaction mediation ser 
vice 202 depicted in FIG. 2 is an example of the transaction 
mediation service 124 of FIG. 1. The transaction mediation 
service 202 may include one or more merchant interfaces 226 
configured at least to enable the transaction mediation service 
202 to interact with the merchant network sites 128,130 (FIG. 
1) and/or the remote transaction mediation service modules 
132,134 installed at the merchant network sites 128, 130. For 
example, the merchant interface(s) 226 may enable the trans 
action mediation service 202 to obtain item catalog informa 
tion and user merchant activity information, as well as to 
cause and monitor progression of transaction processes at 
merchant network sites 128, 130. 
0023 The transaction mediation service 202 may include 
one or more social interfaces 204 configured at least to enable 
the transaction mediation service 202 to interact with the 
social network sites 114, 116 (FIG. 1) and/or the remote 
transaction mediation service modules 120, 122 installed at 
the social network sites 114, 116. For example, the social 
interface(s) 204 may enable the transaction mediation service 
202 to obtain social activity information from the social net 
work sites 114, 116 as authorized by users. 
0024. The transaction mediation service 202 may include 
a data collection module 220 configured at least to interact 
with the merchant interface(s) 226 and the social interface(s) 
204 to utilize the merchant interface(s) 226 and the social 
interface(s) 204 to obtain the data, as well as to continually 
update and maintain the data. Data obtained from merchant 
network sites 128, 130 (FIG. 1) may be stored in a merchant 
data store 214. Data obtained from social network sites 114, 
116 may be stored in a social data store 208. Alternatively, or 
in addition, the data obtained from merchant network sites 
128, 130 and/or social network sites 114, 116 may be trans 
lated from different formats into a uniform formatsuitable for 
cross-site comparison and stored in a uniform data store 216. 
0025. A data analysis module 222 may be configured at 
least to analyze the data in the merchant data store 214, the 
social data store 208 and/or the uniform data store 216. For 
example, data collection module 220 may maintain a uniform 
cross-merchant item catalog in the unified data store 216 may 
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and the data analysis module 222 may determine various 
scores and rankings with respect to the uniform cross-mer 
chant item catalog including item popularity with respect to 
user activity events such as views and completed transactions. 
The data analysis module 222 may aggregate and/or score 
user activity on a per item basis including, for example, Vari 
ous popularity Scores and rankings. In addition, the data 
analysis module 222 may aggregate and/or score activity with 
respect to items in the uniform cross-merchant catalog on a 
per user basis. Scores may be weighted with respect to impor 
tance, for example, based on time (e.g., with respect to activ 
ity recency). Scores may also be calculated with respect to 
demographic and/or psychographic user groups, as well as 
product categories. 
0026. In addition, social network graphs in which a user 
participates may be analyzed to define user groups and deter 
mine user group and/or user brand affinities, as well as influ 
ential users (“influencers’) in social networks. For example, 
influencers may be identified based on one or more of num 
ber of social network Subscriptions by other users (e.g., num 
ber of friends or followers), frequency of content generation 
(e.g., frequency of posting or tweeting), number of votes by 
other Social network users (e.g., "likes'), number of content 
duplications by other users (e.g., “shares.” “retweets’), num 
ber of associated responses (e.g., associated posts, comments, 
tweets), as well as weighted combinations and statistical 
transformations thereof. Identified influencer affinities may 
be given greater weighting when determining scores for 
social network graphs that include the influencer. Identified 
correlations between user Social network activity (e.g., posts 
about an item) and user merchant activity (e.g., purchase 
transaction with respect to the item) may enhance associated 
weightings. The unified data store 216 may be updated with 
results generated by the data analysis module 222. In accor 
dance with at least one embodiment of the invention, the 
ranking and/or scoring generated by the data analysis module 
222 may be utilized by merchants to determine which of their 
product and/or service offerings is, or is likely to be, most 
Successful in marketplaces associated with users, and to 
adjust their marketing campaigns accordingly. 
0027. The rankings and scores determined by the data 
analysis module 222 may be utilized by a recommendation 
engine 218 to determine a ranked set of items to present to a 
user or group of users. The ranking may be with respect to any 
suitable criteria including items mostly likely to be of interest 
the user(s), items most likely to be purchased by the user(s), 
and items likely to generate most revenue and/or profit. Such 
rankings can be Surprising to merchants, particularly with 
respect to user groups in demographics that are unfamiliar to 
the merchants. Alternatively, or in addition, such recommen 
dations may be utilized by merchants to “fine tune' marketing 
campaigns. Identified influencers and/or influential Social 
networks segments can be targeted to act as organic product 
promoters, for example, to “seed a marketing campaign. 
Alternatively, or in addition, Such influencers and/or seg 
ments may be directly engaged and motivated to promote one 
or more merchant brands. In accordance with at least one 
embodiment of the invention, such techniques can signifi 
cantly reduce marketing campaign cost relative to conven 
tional approaches. 
0028 Such ranked sets of items may be presented to mer 
chants, and merchants may select one or more of the items to 
be presented to social network users with transactables. Alter 
natively, or in addition, the transaction mediation service 202 
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may be configured to automatically select one or more of the 
items to present in accordance with one or more campaign 
criteria Such as presentation frequency, campaign cost, cam 
paign revenue and campaign profitability. A transactable pub 
lisher 212 may configure transactables associated with 
selected items and publish the transactables to associated user 
Social feeds (e.g., streams of new content presented to Social 
network users), for example, with the social interface(s) 204. 
Published transactables, including active and historical trans 
actables, may be recorded in a published transactables data 
Store 210. 

0029. Once published in a user's social feed, as described 
in more detail below with reference to FIG.3 and FIG. 4, the 
user may interact with the transactable to conduct a transac 
tion (e.g., a purchase transaction) with respect to the config 
ured item or set of items. For example, the published trans 
actable may incorporate executable code configured to be 
responsive to user interaction and to relay user indications 
and/or transaction data to a transactable interface 206 of the 
transaction mediation service 202. Alternatively, or in addi 
tion, an interactive unit of the transactable may be maintained 
by the transactable interface 206. 
0030 The transaction mediation service 202 may include 
a transaction engine 224 configured to facilitate transactions 
with merchant network sites 128, 130 (FIG. 1). As described 
below in more detail with reference to FIG. 5, the transaction 
engine 224 may supporta uniform transaction process (e.g., a 
uniform purchase transaction process), for example, as expe 
rienced by a user interacting with a published transactable, at 
least in part by transforming, mapping, synchronizing, corre 
lating and/or translating (collectively, “translating”) the uni 
form transaction process to one or more merchant-specific 
transaction processes. The transaction engine 224 may access 
various transaction infrastructure services 126 utilizing one 
or more infrastructure interfaces 228. The uniform data store 
216 may be updated with respect to transaction activity facili 
tated by the transaction engine 224. 
0031 FIG.3 depicts aspects of an example social network 
site graphical user interface (GUI) 302 in accordance with at 
least one embodiment of the invention. For example, the GUI 
302 may be a web-based GUI of the social network site 114 
(FIG. 1). The example GUI 302 includes an image 308 of a 
user (e.g., captured with a digital camera), an interactive 
button 304 to access and/or edit the user's profile (e.g., per 
Sonal data and self-characterizations of various kinds by the 
user), an interactive button 306 to access private messages 
sent to the user, a stream of user posts 310 (e.g., multimedia 
content generated by the user) and an information stream 312. 
For example, the information stream 312 may include multi 
media content generated by other users in the user's Social 
network at the social network site 114, as well as information 
provided by partners and affiliates of the social network site 
114. The user's profile 304 may include data suitable for 
facilitating a transaction Such as name, shipping address, 
billing address, and payment instrument details (e.g., credit 
card details). 
0032. As depicted in FIG. 3, the user posts 310 portion of 
the GUI 302 may include one or more posts 314, 318 by the 
user, and one or more responses to each post. For example, a 
first user post 314 may have a response 316 posted by a friend 
in the user's social network. A second user post 318 may have 
a response 320 that is a transactable published by the trans 
action mediation service 202 (FIG. 2). For example, the user 
may be a fan of a particular merchant, the content of user post 
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318 may reference the merchant, a brand of the merchant 
and/oran item sold by the merchant, and the transactable 320 
published in response may be configured to enable a purchase 
transaction with respect to an item recommended by the rec 
ommendation engine 224 taking into account the user post 
318. Depending on configured campaigns, the transactable 
320 may be configured to offer, for example, a discount with 
respect to a mentioned item, another item by a mentioned 
merchant, or a different item by a competing merchant. 
0033. The information stream 312 may include a stream of 
information units 322,324,326,328,330,332,334,336,338 
including any Suitable content such as content generated by 
other users in the user's Social network, content generated by 
the social network site 114 (FIG. 1), news, and content pro 
vided by partners and affiliates of the social network site 114. 
Some of the stream of information units 326, 332 may be 
transactables published by the transaction mediation service 
202 (FIG. 2). For example, the transactables 326,332 may 
relate to other information units 322,324,326,328,330,332, 
334,336,338 in the information stream 312. Alternatively, or 
in addition, the transactables 326,332 may be generated as 
part of a merchant campaign in accordance with recommen 
dations provided by the recommendation engine 218. 
0034 FIG. 4 depicts aspects of an example transactable 
400 graphical user interface (GUI) in accordance with at least 
one embodiment of the invention. The transactable GUI 402 
may correspond to an initial appearance of the transactable 
320, 326, 332 (FIG. 3) as it appears in a user's posts 310 
and/or information stream 312. Alternatively, the transactable 
GUI 402 may be presented to the user responsive to an initial 
interaction. The transactable GUI 402 may initially include 
one or more images 404 of an item or set of items (e.g., in 
accordance with recommendations provided by the recom 
mendation engine 218 of FIG. 2), as well as item details 406 
Such as the items name and a text-based description of the 
item, an item price 408 and a “buy now button 410. 
0035 Interacting with the “buy now' button 410 may tran 
sition 412 the transactable GUI 402 to display 414. The GUI 
display 414 may include a region for entering and/or confirm 
ing payment details 416, shipping details 418, and a total 
financial amount 422 (e.g., including tax and shipping) asso 
ciated with a purchase transaction with respect to the item. In 
accordance with at least one embodiment of the invention, 
transaction data corresponding to one or more portions of the 
payment details 416 and/or the shipping details 418 may be 
obtained by the published transactable and/or the transactable 
interface 206 (FIG. 2) from the social network site 114 (FIG. 
1), for example, utilizing the social interface(s) 204. 
0036 Interacting with a “confirm' button 420 of the GUI 
display 414 may commit the user to the transaction and tran 
sition 424 the GUI display 414 to another GUI display 426. 
The GUI display 426 may include an image 428 of the pur 
chased item, a congratulatory message 430, an encourage 
ment 432 and/or incentive to post about the purchase, and a 
button 434 that facilitates posting about the purchase, for 
example, at least in part by automatically generating a Suit 
able content for posting by the user. Of course, this 400 is just 
one example, any many different transactable GUIs are pos 
sible. In particular, transactable GUIs may be customized for 
each user to provide a customized storefront and/or purchas 
ing experience. 
0037. A transaction, Such as a purchase transaction, may 
involve the transaction mediation service 202 (FIG. 2) inter 
acting with one or more merchant network sites 128, 130 
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(FIG. 1) with differing transaction processes. In accordance 
with at least one embodiment of the invention, the trans 
actable 400 may provide a uniform and/or familiar transac 
tion experience independent of transaction experiences of 
involved merchant network sites 128, 130. For example, the 
transaction engine 224 may coordinate and/or manage a map 
ping between the uniform transaction experience of the trans 
actable 400 and the different and/or unfamiliar transaction 
experiences of the involved merchant network sites 128, 130. 
The transaction engine 224 may coordinate Sucha mapping at 
least in part by establishing and maintaining corresponding 
transaction contexts corresponding to the transaction media 
tion service 124 and the involved merchant network sites 128, 
130. 

0038 FIG.5 depicts aspects of an example uniform trans 
action context mapping 500 in accordance with at least one 
embodiment of the invention. A uniform transaction context 
504 is established at the transaction mediation service 502, 
for example, corresponding to a purchase transaction initiated 
responsive to user interaction with the transactable 400 (FIG. 
4). The uniform transaction context 504 has a uniform trans 
action process 508 with four steps, stages, phases and/or 
states (collectively, “steps') W, X, Y, Z, and uniform transac 
tion data 506 with five items (a, b, c, d, e). In contrast, a first 
involved merchant network site 510 has a merchant-specific 
transaction context 512 with a three step V, Y, Z merchant 
specific transaction process 516 and merchant-specific trans 
action data 514 with three items (f, d", e), and a second 
involved merchant network site 518 has a merchant-specific 
transaction context 520 with a five step T. U, X". V. Z. mer 
chant-specific transaction process 524 and merchant-specific 
transaction data 522 with five items (g, h, c', i.e). 
0039. In this example 500, the transaction processes 508, 
516,524 of each context 504,512,520 differ while including 
at least one common step (i.e., step Z). Similarly, the trans 
action data 506, 514,522 of each context 504,512,520 differ 
while including at least one common item (i.e., item e). In 
addition, the transaction processes 508, 516, 524 and data 
506, 514,522 differ with respect to number and type of steps 
and data items. The transaction engine 224 (FIG. 2) may be 
configured with a mapping to and from the uniform transac 
tion context 504 to each merchant transaction context 512, 
520, including a mapping between process steps and data 
items. For example, the transaction data 514 of the merchant 
transaction context 512 may include items (e.g., item e) that 
are a direct mapping of items (e.g., item e) in the uniform 
transaction context 504, items (e.g., item d") that are a trans 
form of items (e.g., item d) in the uniform transaction context 
504, as well as items (e.g., item f) that are a transform of 
multiple items (e.g., a, b and/or c) in the uniform transaction 
context 504 and/or of items not present in the uniform trans 
action context 504 (e.g., a constant value and/or authentica 
tion credentials stored by the transaction mediation service 
502). 
0040. The different transaction processes 508, 516, 524 
may be coordinated with respect to sequence. For example, it 
may be that steps W and X of the uniform transaction process 
508 must be completed before the merchant-specific transac 
tion process 516 can transition from step V to Y". Conversely, 
it may be that step Y" of the merchant-specific transaction 
process 516 must be complete before the uniform transaction 
process 508 can transition from step Y to step Z. As depicted 
in FIG.5, the different transaction contexts 502,510,518 may 
be maintained at different network sites, and the transaction 
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engine 224 (FIG. 2) may coordinate transaction process 
progress at least in part with process synchronization mes 
sages exchanged with remote transaction mediation service 
modules 132, 134 (FIG. 1). 
0041 Having described suitable systems and components, 
the description now turns to procedures that may be per 
formed by the systems and/or components. FIG. 6 depicts 
example steps for data unification in accordance with at least 
one embodiment of the invention. At step 602, a uniform item 
catalog may be updated from one or more merchant sites. For 
example, the data collection module 220 (FIG. 2) may obtain 
item catalog data from multiple merchant network sites 128, 
130 (FIG. 1) and update the unified data store 216 with item 
catalog data translated into a uniform format. 
0042. At step 604, uniform user transaction history may be 
updated from the one or more merchant sites. For example, 
the data collection module 220 (FIG. 2) may obtain user 
transaction history data from multiple merchant network sites 
128, 130 (FIG. 1) and update the unified data store 216 with 
user transaction history data translated into a uniform format. 
At step 606, uniform user social activity data may be updated 
from one or more social network sites. For example, the data 
collection module 220 may obtain user social activity data 
from multiple social network sites 114, 116 and update the 
unified data store 216 with user social activity data translated 
into a uniform format. 
0043. At step 608, one or more user group derivatives 
maybe determined with respect to the uniform item catalog. 
For example, the data analysis module 222 (FIG. 2) may 
analyze the data updated at steps 602, 604 and/or 606 to 
obtain scores and/or rankings of items in the uniform item 
catalog with respect to all known users of the Social network 
sites 120, 122 (FIG. 1) and/or particular subsets thereof, 
including user groups defined by demographics, evidenced 
brand affinity and social network relationships. At step 610, 
one or more item scores may be determined with respect to 
uniform user transaction history. For example, the data analy 
sis module 222 may analyze the data updated at steps 602, 
604 and/or 606 to obtain scores and/or rankings of items in the 
uniform item catalog with respect to the updated uniform user 
transaction history. At step 612, one or more user scores may 
be determined with respect to uniform social activity. For 
example, the data analysis module 222 may analyze the data 
updated at steps 602, 604 and/or 606 to obtain scores and/or 
rankings of users and/or sets of users with respect to the 
updated uniform social activity, including influencer Scores 
and/or rankings. 
0044 FIG. 7 depicts example steps for providing trans 
actables to users in accordance with at least one embodiment 
of the invention. At step 702, a next (e.g., a first) user may be 
selected, for example, by the transaction publisher 212 (FIG. 
2). At step 704, it may be determined whether the selected 
user is eligible to receive a new transactable, for example, in 
accordance with an active marketing campaign. In particular, 
Such campaigns may specify a maximum number of trans 
actables receivable by each user within a specified time 
period. If the selected user is eligible, a procedure incorpo 
rating step 704 may progress to step 706. Otherwise, the 
procedure may progress to step 702 to select a new user. 
0045. At step 706, one or more recommended items for the 
selected user may be determined, for example, by the recom 
mendation engine 218 (FIG. 2). At step 708, corresponding 
transactables may be configured corresponding to the recom 
mended items determined at step 706, for example, by the 
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transactable publisher 212. At step 710, the configured trans 
actables may be published to the user's feed(s) at one or more 
social network sites. For example, the transactable publisher 
212 may publish the configured transactables with the social 
interface(s) 204. 
0046 FIG. 8 depicts example steps for conducting a trans 
action in accordance with at least one embodiment of the 
invention. At step 802, a user intent to conduct a transaction 
may be detected, for example, responsive to user interaction 
with transactable 320 (FIG. 3). At step 804, a corresponding 
uniform transaction context may be created at the transaction 
mediation service 202 (FIG. 2), for example, by the transac 
tion engine 224. At step 806, a corresponding merchant 
specific transaction context may be created at the correspond 
ing merchant network site 128 (FIG. 1), for example, the 
remote transaction mediation service module 132 may create 
the merchant-specific transaction context responsive to 
instructions transmitted by the transaction engine 224. 
0047. At step 808, the transaction may be conducted at 
least in part by driving a merchant-specific transaction pro 
cess 812 with a uniform transaction process 810. For 
example, as describe above with reference to FIG. 5, the steps 
816, 818, 820, 822, 824, 826 of the different transaction 
processes may be coordinated with synchronization mes 
sages 814 sent between the transaction engine 224 (FIG. 2) 
and the remote transaction mediation service module 132 
(FIG. 1) at the merchant network site 128. At step 828, a final 
transaction status may be provided for presentation to the 
user, for example, the “purchase confirmed' status 430 
depicted in FIG. 4. 
0048. In accordance with at least one embodiment of the 
invention, the system, apparatus, methods, processes and/or 
operations described above may be wholly or partially imple 
mented in the form of a set of instructions executed by one or 
more programmed computer processors such as a central 
processing unit (CPU) or microprocessor. Such processors 
may be incorporated in an apparatus, server, client or other 
computing device operated by, or in communication with, 
other components of the system. As an example, FIG. 9 
depicts aspects of elements that may be present in a comput 
ing device and/or system 900 configured to implement a 
method and/or process in accordance with Some embodi 
ments of the present invention. The subsystems shown in FIG. 
9 are interconnected via a system bus 902. Additional sub 
systems include a printer 904, a keyboard 906, a fixed disk 
908, and a monitor 910, which is coupled to a display adapter 
912. Peripherals and input/output (I/O) devices, which couple 
to an I/O controller 914, can be connected to the computer 
system with any number of means known in the art, such as a 
serial port 916. For example, the serial port 916 or an external 
interface 918 can be utilized to connect the computing device 
900 to further devices and/or systems not shown in FIG. 9 
including a wide area network Such as the Internet, a mouse 
input device, and/or a scanner. The interconnection via the 
system bus 902 allows one or more processors 920 to com 
municate with each Subsystem and to control the execution of 
instructions that may be stored in a system memory 922 
and/or the fixed disk 908, as well as the exchange of infor 
mation between subsystems. The system memory 922 and/or 
the fixed disk 908 may embody a tangible, non-transitory 
computer-readable medium. 
0049. Example embodiments in accordance with the 
invention include the following. 
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0050 Example 1, a computer-readable medium having 
thereon computer-executable instructions that, when 
executed by a computer system, cause the computer system 
to, at least: configure an interactive unit at least to facilitate a 
transaction with respect to an item; enable user access to the 
interactive unit at a social network site Such that user interac 
tion with the interactive unit is perceived by a user as occur 
ring at the Social network site; and conduct the transaction 
with respect to the item based at least in part on information 
received from the interactive unit responsive to user interac 
tion with the interactive unit. 
0051 Example 2, a computer-readable medium in accor 
dance with example 1, wherein the interactive unit is further 
configured to share at least one common graphical user inter 
face appearance and behavior with respect to the Social net 
work site and to act as a remote transaction venue for the item 
with respect to a home transaction venue for the item main 
tained by a merchant network site. 
0052 Example 3, a computer-readable medium in accor 
dance with examples 1-2, wherein the interactive unit is fur 
ther configured to customize a transaction experience with 
respect to the item based at least in part on one or more 
characteristics of the user, the one or more characteristics of 
the user being determined, at least in part, by information 
obtained from the social network site. 
0053 Example 4, a computer-readable medium in accor 
dance with examples 1-3, wherein the item is selected for the 
interactive unit based at least in part on previous transactions 
conducted in response to user interaction with previously 
configured interactive units. 
0054 Example 5, a computer-readable medium in accor 
dance with examples 1-4, wherein the item is selected for the 
interactive unit based at least in part on a brand affinity rating 
of the user with respect to a brand associated with the item, the 
brand affinity rating of the user being based at least in part on 
activity of the user with respect to the social network site that 
is associated with the brand. 
0055 Example 6, a computer-readable medium in accor 
dance with examples 1-5, wherein the user is selected to have 
access to the interactive unit based at least in part on an 
influencer rating of the user with respect to a set of other users 
of the social network site with which the user has a relation 
ship. 
0056 All references, including publications, patent appli 
cations, and patents, cited herein are hereby incorporated by 
reference to the same extent as if each reference were indi 
vidually and specifically indicated to be incorporated by ref 
erence and/or were set forth in its entirety herein. 
0057 The use of the terms “a” and “an and “the and 
similar referents in the specification and in the following 
claims are to be construed to cover both the singular and the 
plural, unless otherwise indicated herein or clearly contra 
dicted by context. The terms “having.” “including.” “contain 
ing” and similar referents in the specification and in the fol 
lowing claims are to be construed as open-ended terms (e.g., 
meaning “including, but not limited to) unless otherwise 
noted. Recitation of ranges of values herein are merely 
indented to serve as a shorthand method of referring individu 
ally to each separate value inclusively falling within the 
range, unless otherwise indicated herein, and each separate 
value is incorporated into the specification as if it were indi 
vidually recited herein. All methods described herein can be 
performed in any suitable order unless otherwise indicated 
herein or clearly contradicted by context. The use of any and 
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all examples, or exemplary language (e.g., “such as') pro 
vided herein, is intended merely to better illuminate embodi 
ments of the invention and does not pose a limitation to the 
Scope of the invention unless otherwise claimed. No language 
in the specification should be construed as indicating any 
non-claimed element as essential to each embodiment of the 
present invention. 
0.058 Numerical data may be expressed or presented 
herein in a range format. It is to be understood that Such a 
range format is used merely for convenience and brevity and 
thus should be interpreted flexibly to include not only the 
numerical values explicitly recited as the limits of the range, 
but also interpreted to include all of the individual numerical 
values or Sub-ranges encompassed within that range as if each 
numerical value and Sub-range is explicitly recited. As an 
illustration, a numerical range of “about 1 to 5’ should be 
interpreted to include not only the explicitly recited values of 
about 1 to about 5, but also include individual values and 
Sub-ranges within the indicated range. Thus, included in this 
numerical range are individual values such as 2, 3 and 4 and 
Sub-ranges such as 1-3, 2-4 and 3-5, etc. This same principle 
applies to ranges reciting only one numerical value (e.g., 
“greater than about 1”) and should apply regardless of the 
breadth of the range or the characteristics being described. A 
plurality of items may be presented in a common list for 
convenience. However, these lists should be construed as 
though each member of the list is individually identified as a 
separate and unique member. Thus, no individual member of 
such list should be construed as a de facto equivalent of any 
other member of the same list solely based on their presenta 
tion in a common group without clear indication to the con 
trary. 
0059. As used herein, the term “alternatively” refers to 
selection of one of two or more alternatives, and is not 
intended to limit the selection to only those listed alternatives 
or to only one of the listed alternatives at a time, unless the 
context clearly indicates otherwise. The term “substantially' 
means that the recited characteristic, parameter, or value need 
not be achieved exactly, but that deviations or variations, 
including for example, tolerances, measurement error, mea 
Surement accuracy limitations and other factors known to 
those of skill in the art, may occur in amounts that do not 
preclude the effect the characteristic was intended to provide. 
0060. Different arrangements of the components depicted 
in the drawings or described above, as well as components 
and steps not shown or described are possible. Similarly, 
Some features and Subcombinations are useful and may be 
employed without reference to other features and subcombi 
nations. Embodiments of the invention have been described 
for illustrative and not restrictive purposes, and alternative 
embodiments will become apparent to readers of this patent. 
Accordingly, the present invention is not limited to the 
embodiments described above or depicted in the drawings, 
and various embodiments and modifications can be made 
without departing from the scope of the claims below. 

That which is claimed is: 

1. A method for facilitating a transaction, comprising: 
configuring, with one or more computers, an interactive 

unit adapted to a user interface of a social network site, 
the interactive unit configured at least to facilitate a 
transaction with respect to an item; 

enabling, with the one or more computers, user access to 
the interactive unit at the social network site such that 
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user interaction with the interactive unit is perceived by 
a user as occurring at the Social network site; and 

responsive to user interaction with the interactive unit, 
conducting, with the one or more computers, the trans 
action with respect to the item based at least in part on 
information received from the interactive unit. 

2. A method in accordance with claim 1, further compris 
ing: 

receiving, with the one or more computers, information 
corresponding to a set of items that are available for 
involvement in the transaction; 

receiving, with the one or more computers, information 
corresponding to activity of the user with respect to the 
Social network site; and 

selecting the item for the interactive unit from the set of 
items based at least in part on the received information 
corresponding to the set of items and the received infor 
mation corresponding to the activity of the user with 
respect to the Social network site. 

3. A method in accordance with claim 2, wherein selecting 
the item from the set of items comprises ranking the set of 
items with respect to a likelihood that the user will cause the 
transaction with the interactive unit. 

4. A method in accordance with claim 2, wherein: 
the received information corresponding to the activity of 

the user with respect to the social network site includes 
information corresponding to one or more relationships 
between the user and one or more other users of the 
Social network site; and 

the item for the interactive unit is selected based at least in 
part on the information corresponding to one or more 
relationships between the user and the one or more other 
users of the social network site. 

5. A method in accordance with claim 1, wherein enabling 
user access to the interactive unit at the Social network site 
comprises providing the interactive unit to the Social network 
site in a format Suited to incorporation in a graphical user 
interface of the social network site. 

6. A method in accordance with claim 1, wherein: 
the Social network site maintains information streams for 

users, individual information streams comprising a plu 
rality of discrete information units; and 

enabling user access to the interactive unit at the Social 
network site comprises providing the interactive unit to 
the Social network site in a format Suited to insertion in 
an information stream of the user. 

7. A method in accordance with claim 1, wherein conduct 
ing the transaction with respect to the item includes providing 
a purchase order for the item to a merchant. 

8. A system for facilitating a transaction, comprising: 
a social interface component configured at least to facilitate 

interaction with a social network site; 
a merchant interface component configured at least to 

facilitate interaction with a merchant network site; 
a mediation component configured to, at least: 

configure an interactive unit adapted to a user interface 
of the Social network site, the interactive unit config 
ured at least to facilitate a transaction with respect to 
an item; 

enable user access to the interactive unit at the Social 
network site with the Social interface component Such 
that user interaction with the interactive unit is per 
ceived by a user as occurring at the Social network 
site; and 
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responsive to user interaction with the interactive unit, 
conduct the transaction with respect to the item based 
at least in part on information received from the inter 
active unit and utilizing the merchant interface com 
ponent; and 

one or more processors configured at least to facilitate the 
Social interface component, the merchant interface com 
ponent and the mediation component. 

9. A system in accordance with claim 8, wherein: 
the Social network site is maintained by a first set of com 

puters; 
the merchant network site is maintained by a second set of 

computers; and 
the system is maintained by a third set of computers that is 

distinct from the first set of computers and the second set 
of computers. 

10. A system in accordance with claim 8, wherein the social 
network site controls access to user data and the Social inter 
face component negotiates access to the user data utilizing 
one or more access credentials. 

11. A system in accordance with claim 8, wherein the 
merchant network site comprises a transaction Subsystem and 
conducting the transaction utilizing the merchant interface 
component includes interacting with the transaction Sub 
system of the merchant network site utilizing the merchant 
interface component. 

12. A system in accordance with claim 8, wherein the 
interactive unit includes computer-executable instructions 
that facilitate the transaction with respect to the item. 

13. A system in accordance with claim 8, wherein the 
information received from the interactive unit includes infor 
mation obtained from the social network site by the interac 
tive unit. 

14. A system in accordance with claim 13, wherein: 
conducting the transaction with respect to the item includes 

providing a purchase order for the item to the merchant 
network site, the purchase order comprising a plurality 
of data fields; and 

the information obtained from the social network site by 
the interactive unit includes information corresponding 
to one or more of the plurality of data fields of the 
purchase order. 

15. A method for facilitating a transaction, comprising: 
receiving, at a transaction mediation service, an indication 

from a user of an intent to conduct a transaction with 
respect to an item; 

responsive to the indication, creating, at the transaction 
mediation service, a first transaction context for the 
transaction, the first transaction context including first 
transaction information that is updated by a first multi 
step transaction process; 

responsive to a step of the first multi-step transaction pro 
cess, causing, by the transaction mediation service, cre 
ation of a second transaction context for the transaction 
at a merchant network site remote from the transaction 
mediation service, the second transaction context 
including second transaction information that is updated 
by a second multi-step transaction process, the second 
multi-step transaction process being distinct from the 
first multi-step transaction process; and 

conducting the transaction with respect to the item at least 
in part by progressing the first multi-step transaction 
process with the transaction mediation service and asyn 
chronously causing progression of the second multi-step 
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transaction process at the merchant network site based at 
least in part on the progressing of the first multi-step 
transaction process. 

16. A method inaccordance with claim 15, wherein the first 
transaction information comprises transaction information in 
a uniform format suited to translation to a plurality of differ 
ent formats in use by a plurality of merchant network sites. 

17. A method inaccordance with claim 15, wherein the first 
multi-step transaction process is under direct control of the 
transaction mediation service and the second multi-step 
transaction process is at least partially under independent 
control of the merchant network site. 

18. A method in accordance with claim 15, wherein the 
transaction mediation service maintains a remote module at 
the merchant network site and the remote module is config 
ured at least to cause progression of the second multi-step 
process at the merchant network site responsive to instruc 
tions sent by the transaction mediation service. 

19. A method inaccordance with claim 15, wherein the first 
multi-step transaction process comprises a set of transaction 
steps compatible with a plurality of different multi-step trans 
action processes in use by a plurality of merchant network 
sites. 

20. A method in accordance with claim 15, wherein the 
indication from the user is received responsive to user inter 
action with an interactive unit maintained by the transaction 
mediation service at a social network site different from the 
merchant network site. 
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